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ABSTRACT

The locations, times, and mechanisms by which heat and salt are transported

through and within the Nordic Seas are discussed. The analysis is based on

a regional, high resolution coupled sea ice-ocean numerical model, a clima-

tological hydrographic data set, and atmospheric reanalysis. The model and

climatology are broadly consistent in terms of heat loss, water masses, and

mean geostrophic currents. The model fields are used to demonstrate that the

dominant exchange between basins is an export of warm, salty water from

the Norwegian Sea into the Greenland and Iceland Seas, with both the mean

cyclonic boundary current system and eddy fluxes playing important roles. In

both the model and the climatology, approximately 2/3 of the heat loss to the

atmosphere over the Nordic Seas is found over the mean cyclonic flow and

1/3 takes place within the closed recirculations in the interior of each of the

basin gyres, with the Norwegian Sea having the largest heat loss. The sea-

sonal cycle is dominated by local air-sea heat flux within the gyres while it

is dominated by lateral advection in the cyclonic boundary current, particu-

larly in the northern Norwegian and Greenland Seas. The freshwater flux off

the east Greenland shelf is correlated with the local winds such that in win-

ter, when winds are generally towards the southwest, freshwater is advected

onto the shelf and in summer, when winds are weak or towards the northeast,

freshwater is advected into the Greenland Sea, which leads to salinification in

winter and freshening in summer.
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1. Introduction37

The Nordic Seas refers to the collection of basins that lie between the Greenland-Scotland Ridge38

to the south and Fram Strait between Greenland and Svalbard to the north. The Barents Sea is39

sometimes considered as part of the Nordic Seas (e.g., Hansen and Østerhus 2000), but for our40

analysis we consider only the Norwegian, Greenland, and Iceland Seas (Fig. 1). Approximately41

8 Sv (1 Sv= 106 m3 s−1) of relatively warm, salty water flows northward from the eastern subpolar42

North Atlantic into the Norwegian Sea (Mauritzen 1996b; Hansen and Østerhus 2000; Østerhus43

et al. 2019). This water progresses poleward in two separate currents (Orvik and Niiler 2002): the44

Norwegian Atlantic Slope Current along the Norwegian coast and the Norwegian Atlantic Front45

Current offshore over the Mohn-Knipovich Ridge. There is also a comparatively small transport46

(1-2 Sv) by the North Icelandic Irminger Current along the west coast of Iceland into the Iceland47

Sea (Jónsson and Valdimarsson 2012; Casanova-Masjoan et al. 2020). After crossing Denmark48

Strait, roughly half of this current recirculates back to the Irminger Sea while the remainder merges49

with the East Icelandic Current north of Iceland (Casanova-Masjoan et al. 2020).50

The circulation within the Nordic Seas is strongly coupled with the bottom topography (Vöet51

et al. 2010). It is dominated by a baroclinic cyclonic boundary current system and more barotropic52

cyclonic recirculation gyres over each deep basin. The existence of these gyres was originally53

inferred by Helland-Hansen and Nansen (1909), and later confirmed by several studies based on54

surface drifters (e.g., Poulain et al. 1996; Orvik and Niiler 2002; Jakobsen et al. 2003) and sparse55

deep water measurements (Hansen and Østerhus 2000). The boundary current in the eastern basin56

(Norwegian Atlantic Slope Current) splits at the Barents Sea opening with approximately 2 Sv57

flowing into the Barents Sea (Ingvaldsen et al. 2002) and the remainder flowing northward as the58

West Spitsbergen Current. Roughly half of this transport recirculates near Fram Strait while the59
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rest enters the Arctic Ocean and circumnavigates the different basins before exiting the Arctic60

Ocean through Fram Strait and the Canadian Arctic Archipelago. The southward flow through61

Fram Strait, along with a small fraction of Pacific-origin Water (Woodgate et al. 2006, 2012) and62

recirculated Atlantic Water, forms the East Greenland Current that flows equatorward along the63

western boundary of the Nordic Seas.64

Along this cyclonic loop through the Nordic Seas and Arctic Ocean the warm, salty Atlantic65

Water is cooled by lateral mixing and heat loss to the atmosphere, and freshened by river runoff,66

precipitation, and the Pacific Water emanating from Bering Strait. Although the largest heat loss67

occurs over the broad, relatively warm Norwegian Sea, the densest waters are found within the68

closed recirculation gyres that lie over the deep basins in the Greenland and Iceland Seas. Early69

analysis pointed to these regions as the locations for the formation of the dense waters that overflow70

through Denmark Strait and the Faroe-Bank Channel (Swift et al. 1980; Aagaard et al. 1985; Strass71

et al. 1993). Subsequent studies emphasized the role of the cyclonic boundary current system in72

the bulk of water mass transformation (Mauritzen 1996a,b; Eldevik et al. 2009). It is now known73

that the densest overflow waters in the Denmark Strait are supplied by the North Icelandic Jet,74

which originates over the north slope of Iceland (Jónsson and Valdimarsson 2004; Våge et al.75

2011, 2013; Semper et al. 2019), while the Faroe Bank Channel overflow is fed by the Iceland-76

Faroe Slope Jet flowing eastward along the north side of the Iceland-Faroe Ridge (Semper et al.,77

2020). The hydrographic properties of both currents suggest that the waters were last in contact78

with the atmosphere in the central Greenland Sea (Huang et al. 2020). Brakstad et al. (2019)79

estimated that the intermediate water mass formed by convection in the Greenland Sea accounts80

for at least 20% of both the North Icelandic Jet and the Faroe-Bank Channel Overflow.81

Heat loss in the Nordic Seas is much larger compared to the subpolar North Atlantic between82

Greenland and Scotland, and the Labrador Sea combined (Chafik and Rossby 2019). Therefore,83
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water mass transformation within the Nordic Seas plays a central role in the downwelling limb84

of the meridional overturning circulation, both in density space and in depth space. A total of85

roughly 5.5 Sv of dense overflow water, the main source for North Atlantic Deep Water (Dickson86

and Brown 1994), leaves the Nordic Seas east and west of Iceland. The two major overflows87

pass through Denmark Strait (3.2–3.5 Sv; Harden et al. 2016; Jochumsen et al. 2017; Lin et al.88

2020) and the Faroe-Bank Channel (∼2 Sv; Borenäs and Lundberg 2004; Hansen et al. 2016;89

Østerhus et al. 2019). Turbulent entrainment just downstream (south) of the Greenland-Scotland90

Ridge roughly doubles these overflow transports while reducing their density anomaly relative to91

the ambient water (Price and Baringer 1994; Dickson and Brown 1994). The northward flow of92

warm water and southward flow of cold water reflects the net meridional heat transport by the93

cyclonic current system that flows through the Nordic Seas. Part of this overturning is in the94

vertical (warm, northward shallow; cold, southward deep) and part is in the horizontal (warm,95

northward in the east; cold, southward in the west). This northward heat transport is important for96

the regional climate (Oliver and Heywood 2003) and also keeps much of the Nordic Seas ice-free97

to a higher latitude than in the Pacific Ocean, enhancing air-sea exchange in winter. Variability98

in heat transport through the Nordic Seas also influences the surface air temperature, geostrophic99

winds, and ice extent in the region on interannual (Schlochtholz 2013) and decadal (Årthun and100

Eldevik 2016) time scales.101

Most prior studies of the heat and freshwater budgets in the Nordic Seas have focused on where102

heat is lost to the atmosphere (e.g., Mauritzen 1996a,b; Simonsen and Haugan 1996; Segtnan et al.103

2011; Latarius and Quadfasel 2016). While this is clearly important, our interest is not only where104

the heat is lost but also how heat and salt are advected from the inflows in the south and north to105

the individual basins and gyres. We combine analysis of a high-resolution regional model of the106

Nordic Seas with a climatological hydrographic data base and atmospheric reanalysis products to107
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estimate the relative influences of air-sea exchange and mean and eddy lateral advection between108

basins as a function of depth and time.109

2. A regional model of the Nordic Seas110

We set up a high-resolution, realistic general circulation model of the Nordic Seas. The dy-111

namics are simulated using the Massachusetts Institute of Technology General Circulation Model112

(MITgcm; Marshall et al. 1997). The model solves the hydrostatic Navier-Stokes equations under113

the Boussinesq approximation for an incompressible fluid with a nonlinear free surface (Campin114

et al. 2004). The equation of state by McDougall et al. (2003) and the K-profile parameterization115

(KPP; Large et al. 1994) are implemented. The ocean model is coupled with the MITgcm sea ice116

model (Losch et al. 2010).117

The model domain (Fig. 1) covers a larger area compared to previous configurations targeting118

Denmark Strait (Almansi et al. 2017, 2020). It includes the entire Iceland, Greenland, and Nor-119

wegian Seas. The numerical domain is discretized with an unevenly-spaced rectilinear grid. The120

horizontal resolution is about 2 km over the Iceland Sea and decreases moving toward the edges121

of the domain. The lowest resolution in the region of interest for this study is about 4 km. The122

bathymetry is obtained from RTopo-2.0.4 (Schaffer et al. 2019) and is accurately represented by123

partial bottom cells. The vertical grid uses the re-scaled height coordinates z∗ (Adcroft et al. 2004).124

The vertical resolution at rest linearly increases from 2 to 19 m in the upper ∼200 m and is 19 m125

thereafter.126

After an 8-month spin up starting in January 2017, we stored the numerical solutions from127

September 2017 to August 2018 every 6 hours. This time period encompasses the Iceland Green-128

land Seas Project (IGP), an atmosphere-ocean field campaign carried out in February–March 2018129

to investigate the ventilation of dense water in the western Nordic Seas (Renfrew et al. 2019). The130
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model solutions are publicly available on the Johns Hopkins SciServer system (Medvedev et al.131

2016). Additional fields, such as the tendency terms for tracer budgets, have been computed using132

OceanSpy v0.1 (Almansi et al. 2019).133

The initial conditions for the oceanic component are obtained from HYCOM + NCODA GOFS134

1/12◦ Analysis (Cummings 2005; Cummings and Smedstad 2013; Helber et al. 2013), whereas135

the sea ice fields are initialized using the TOPAZ4 reanalysis (Xie et al. 2017). The products used136

to initialize the model also provide the lateral boundary conditions (3-hourly and daily frequency137

for the oceanic and sea ice fields, respectively). Sea surface temperature is relaxed with a 10-day138

timescale to the global analysis OSTIA (Donlon et al. 2012). The surface heat flux in the Nordic139

Seas is in general 1-3 orders of magnitude larger than this relaxation heat flux and so it does not140

have a significant influence on the present analysis.141

The oceanic and sea ice components are forced at the surface with heat, freshwater, and momen-142

tum fluxes derived from the atmospheric reanalysis ERA5 (Copernicus Climate Change Service143

(C3S) 2017). The bulk fluxes are computed using hourly air temperature and specific humidity144

at 2 meters height, downward shortwave and longwave radiation, solid and liquid precipitation,145

evaporation, and wind velocities at 10 meters height.146

3. Hydrographic climatology of the Nordic Seas147

Historical hydrographic data from 2013-2018 were used to construct the climatology of hydro-148

graphic sections in the Nordic Seas used in the study. The majority of the data were obtained from149

the Unified Database for Arctic and Subarctic Hydrography (UDASH). Additional data outside the150

time period and spatial domain of UDASH, come from various archives (see Huang et al. 2020,151

for the description of individual data sources). In addition to the quality control already performed152

on each data source, duplicates between the different archives were removed. Data outside the153
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expected range in the Nordic Sea [−2-20◦C for potential temperature, 20-36 for practical salinity]154

and data with density inversion exceeding 0.05 kg m−3 were excluded. Additional details of the155

final combined dataset are provided in Huang et al. (2020).156

The composite vertical sections of temperature and salinity discussed in the following section157

were constructed from profiles with lateral distances less than 50 km from the selected line, using158

Laplacian-spline interpolation (Pickart and Smethie 1998). The positions of profiles along the159

section were determined by the distance between their projected location and the origin of the160

section (the western boundary). The resulting climatological vertical sections have a horizontal161

resolution of 25 km and a vertical resolution of 50 m.162

As the coverage of hydrographic data over 2013-2018 is not sufficient to construct gridded dy-163

namic height in the Nordic Seas, the climatology of dynamic height (1986-2018) from Huang et al.164

(2020) was used to determine the locations of Greenland Sea and Iceland Sea gyres (the out-most165

closed contours of surface dynamic height relative to 500 m). The relative geostrophic veloci-166

ties referenced to the sea surface were computed from the dynamic height field. The absolute167

geostrophic velocities were obtained by using satellite-derived mean surface geostrophic velocity168

from 1993 to 2018 as the reference, which can be accessed at Copernicus Marine Environment169

Monitoring Service (CMEMS).170

4. Mean hydrography, circulation, and seasonal cycle171

The basic hydrographic structure and circulation in the Nordic Seas are briefly presented. The172

Nordic Seas have been divided into three regions: the Norwegian Sea; the Greenland Sea; and173

the Iceland Sea. These regions are largely defined by the bottom topography and the northern and174

southern limits of the basin. Fig. 1 shows the bottom topography and the boundaries defining the175

three basins. The coastal limit of the basins is defined as the 650-m isobath, roughly in accord with176
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the sill depth in Denmark Strait. The northern limit is placed at 77◦N, just north of the deepest177

part of the Greenland Sea. The southern limit of the Norwegian Sea is 62.9◦N, just south of the178

deepest part of the Norwegian basin. The western limit of the Iceland Sea is at 20◦W, just west of179

the Kolbeinsey Ridge. Within the Nordic Seas, the Norwegian Sea is separated from the Greenland180

Sea by the Mohn Ridge and from the Iceland Sea by the eastern edge of the Iceland Plateau. The181

boundary between the Greenland Sea and the Iceland Sea is approximately the West Jan Mayen182

Ridge.183

a. Hydrography184

The mean temperature and salinity are presented along two sections that cross the Nordic Seas,185

one to the south through the Iceland Sea and one to the north through the Greenland Sea (Fig. 1).186

These are two of the transects analyzed by Huang et al. (2020). These model sections have been187

interpolated to the same horizontal and vertical grid as was used in the climatological hydrogra-188

phy. The reader should keep in mind that the model depicts 2017-18, whereas the observations189

represent a 2013-2018 climatology that is biased towards more sampling during the summer and190

fall. However, the main point of this comparison is not a detailed evaluation of the model for that191

year but rather a demonstration that the model represents the dominant hydrographic features on192

the basin scale, which are always present.193

The southern section is dominated by warm, saline water along the eastern boundary, associated194

with the inflow of subtropical-origin water into the Nordic Seas (Fig. 2). This warm, salty wa-195

ter extends towards the west until it encounters the Jan Mayen Ridge separating the Iceland and196

Norwegian Seas. The thermocline in the Norwegian Sea is located at approximately 600 m depth,197

with cold, weakly stratified water below. This depth is approximately set by the sill depths to the198

south (Spall 2010). The model is slightly cooler and fresher than the climatology, likely related199
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to cold, low salinity water fluxed off the north Icelandic shelf into the southern Norwegian Sea.200

Although there is observational evidence for such an exchange (Perkins et al. 1998), it appears to201

be too strong in the model. There is a strong baroclinic front located over the Jan Mayen Ridge202

where the thermocline rises to near the surface in both the model and the climatology. This is the203

hydrographic signature of the Norwegian Atlantic Front Current. There is also warm and salty204

water banked up against the east coast of Greenland, associated with the East Greenland Current,205

although in the model this water is slightly warmer, fresher, and deeper than in the climatology.206

There is also very cold and fresh polar-origin water located over the east Greenland shelf.207

The section to the north shows similar features (Fig. 3). The Norwegian Sea is dominated by a208

warm, salty upper ocean, a thermocline around 700 m depth, and a weakly stratified, cold and fresh209

Greenland Sea. The model is more stratified in the middle of the Greenland Sea than in the Iceland210

Sea. In the Norwegian Sea the model thermocline is a little cooler, fresher, and shallower than the211

climatology. Some of the difference in the Greenland Sea may be attributed to the relatively212

mild winter in 2017/2018, which would not be reflected fully in the 5 year climatological mean.213

Unfortunately, there was not sufficient data coverage during that winter to construct hydrographic214

sections.215

b. Circulation216

The depth integrated transport streamfunction from the model, from the surface to 692.5 m, re-217

flects the topographic features that define the basins (Fig. 4). The circulation is dominated by a218

cyclonic rim current and closed cyclonic gyres within each basin. The northward flow in the Nor-219

wegian Atlantic Slope Current along the eastern boundary is about 7 Sv, on par with the observed220

mean transport of 5.2 Sv (Mauritzen et al. 2011; Orvik et al. 2001). The maximum transport of221

the cyclonic gyre in the Norwegian Sea is approximately 6 Sv. The closed anticyclonic Lofoten222
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Eddy is also evident, with a mean transport of approximately 12 Sv. Approximately 5 Sv flows223

northward to Fram Strait along the eastern boundary, into the Arctic, and returns southward along224

the western boundary. The Greenland Sea exhibits a large region of closed cyclonic recirculation225

with maximum transport of 3 Sv. Of the remaining 5 Sv flowing southward along the western226

boundary of the Greenland Sea, approximately 3 Sv continues to the south along the boundary and227

2 Sv flows to the east just to the north of the Jan Mayen Ridge (forming the Jan Mayen Current) to228

eventually exit the domain to the east of Iceland. Within the Iceland Sea there is a small cyclonic229

gyre with 3 Sv transport. There is also a loss of about 1 Sv from the East Greenland Current in the230

southern Iceland Sea, forming the East Icelandic Current.231

In general, the Nordic Seas are characterized by a northward flow of warm, salty water into232

the Norwegian Sea, an export of cooler, fresher water to the Arctic Ocean, an import of colder233

and even fresher water from the Arctic Ocean, and an export of both this cold, fresh Arctic-origin234

Water and the cooler, fresher remnants of Atlantic-origin Water to the south. The Nordic Seas are235

a region of heat loss and freshwater gain. The surface buoyancy forcing is dominated by the heat236

flux, as the net evaporation minus precipitation contributes relatively little to the densification and237

water mass transformation by air-sea fluxes.238

The three basins are characterized by regions of closed mean recirculations and a cyclonic239

boundary current. The closed gyres in the model are defined by the outermost closed transport240

contour within each basin, indicated by the yellow lines in Fig. 4. Within these closed gyres the241

heat loss is balanced by lateral eddy fluxes from the cyclonic flow. Heat loss from the boundary242

currents, through these lateral eddy fluxes and by direct atmospheric forcing, is balanced by mean243

advection. The relative importance of the closed gyres and the cyclonic circulation to the total heat244

exchange with the atmosphere is indicated by the integrated surface heat flux within each region245

shown in Table 1. 55% of the heat loss in the model Nordic Seas occurs in the Norwegian Sea,246
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35% occurs in the Greenland Sea, and only about 10% of the total heat loss occurs in the Iceland247

Sea. Within each basin, the heat loss outside the region of closed gyres is larger than that within248

the closed gyres, especially for the Norwegian and Iceland basins. Overall, heat loss from within249

the gyres accounts for about 1/3 of the total heat loss and the remaining 2/3 occurs outside the250

gyres, primarily in the cyclonic boundary current. This is consistent with the dominant role of the251

cyclonic boundary current in water mass transformation proposed by Mauritzen (1996a).252

Analysis of the climatological ERA5 surface heat fluxes for the same IGP year as the model run253

yields a similar result, where the gyres are identified using the hydrographic climatology (Table 1).254

In particular, in the Greenland and Iceland Seas the gyres are defined by regions of outer-most255

closed surface dynamic height (relative to 500 m). As there are no closed surface dynamic height256

contours in the Norwegian Sea, a transport streamfunction of absolute geostrophic velocity over257

the upper 700 m was calculated from the sea surface height field and the thermal wind derived258

from the dynamic height, which results in a closed cyclonic recirculation gyre in the Norwegian259

Sea, as also seen in the model. (The locations of these closed gyres is indicated in Figs. 6b, d.) This260

points to the importance of the deep cyclonic circulation in the Norwegian Sea. The climatology261

indicates more total heat loss over the entire Nordic Seas (8.2×1013W compared to 6.6×1013W262

in the model) with 72% occurring in the Norwegian Sea, 22% in the Greenland Sea, and 6% in263

the Iceland Sea. The lower heat loss in the model Norwegian Sea is due to the surface cold bias264

in the model. The observations also show a dominance of the regions outside the closed gyres265

compared to the heat loss within the closed gyres. The most significant difference is in the lesser266

importance of the Greenland Sea gyre in the observations, which may in part be due to the smaller267

region of closed recirculation compared to that in the model. While the total heat fluxes and their268

distribution are somewhat different, the overall message is the same: most of the heat loss occurs269
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in the Norwegian Sea and the cyclonic boundary current accounts for approximately twice as much270

heat loss as the regions of closed recirculations.271

c. Seasonal evolution272

The seasonal evolution of the basin-averaged temperature and salinity over the upper 692.5 m273

in the model is shown in Fig. 5. This is an average over the regions defined by the red lines274

in Fig. 1. The seasonal cycle in temperature is dominated by heating in summer and cooling in275

winter. The heat loss in winter results in convective overturning that is deepest within the closed276

gyres in the interior of the basins. Convection reaches 800 m in the Greenland Sea Gyre and277

400 m in the Iceland Sea Gyre. By way of comparison, using 30 years of data Brakstad et al.278

(2019) found mean wintertime mixed layer depths in the central Greenland Gyre to be order 500279

m. However, the climatology used here indicates that, for individual profiles, mixed layers can280

exceed 1500 m. Long-term average winter mixed layers in the Iceland Sea Gyre are observed to281

be order 150 m (Vage et al., 2015), while our climatology reveals that individual mixed layers can282

exceed 300 m. In the model, the deepest convection events are found on relatively small scales283

of 10’s of kilometers and hence are not evident in the basin-averaged hydrography. There is also284

convection extending down to 800 m in the Norwegian Sea, but these events are isolated within285

relatively light-density anticyclonic eddies and do not represent the formation of dense waters that286

contribute to the dense overflows. In summer, the regions of deep convection in the Greenland and287

Iceland Seas are restratified by a combination of atmospheric heating and lateral eddy advection.288

Each of the basin averages shows a similar pattern of warming and freshening in the upper 100289

m in summer, followed by cooling and convective mixing over the upper 200-300 m in winter.290

Each of the basins also shows a change in the water properties throughout the water column over291

the year of the model simulation: The Norwegian Sea becomes cooler and fresher, while the292
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Greenland and Iceland Seas become warmer with little trend in salinity below the upper 100 m. In293

the upper 200 m the seasonal evolution is much larger than the trend but below this depth the trend294

exceeds the seasonal evolution. These deep trends are unique to this specific year of integration,295

2017-2018. Other model runs with similar configurations but forced with reanalysis from different296

time periods do not produce such trends (Almansi et al. 2017, 2020).297

The relative importance of advection to local surface fluxes in the seasonal restratification is298

characterized by the ratio of the magnitude of the annual mean heat loss to the atmosphere to the299

heat input into the ocean (Q > 0) during the heating season, which we call QR.300

QR =
|
∫

Q dt|∫
H (Q)Q dt

=
|Q|
Q+

, (1)

where H is the Heaviside step function, defined as H (Q)= 1 for Q≥ 0 and H (Q)= 0 for Q< 0.301

This allows for a measure of the importance of oceanic advection based solely on the surface heat302

flux. For QR� 1 the amount of surface heat loss in winter is close to the amount of heat gain in303

summer and so the seasonal cycle is dominated by local air-sea exchange and advection is not very304

important for restratification. However, when QR� 1 the amount of heat gain in summer can not305

compensate for the large heat loss in winter and thus oceanic advection must be important. This306

analysis of course assumes that the heat budget is closed over the mean annual period.307

The annual mean surface heat flux in the model is shown in Fig. 6a, where negative values308

indicate heat is lost to the atmosphere. There is cooling over most of the Nordic Seas with the309

strongest heat loss over the cyclonic boundary current and in the Norwegian Sea (again consistent310

with Mauritzen 1996a). The model shows a net heat gain just north of Iceland and over the Iceland-311

Faroe ridge. This is related to the cold, fresh water that flows from the north shelf of Iceland to312

the east along the Iceland Faroe Ridge, resulting in a cold surface bias in the model and too313

much heat uptake by the ocean. The ratio QR (Fig. 6c) shows that seasonal restratification due314
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to lateral advection is an order of magnitude larger than local heating in the northern Norwegian315

and Greenland Seas, particularly along the cyclonic boundary current. On the other hand, local316

heating is more important than advection for seasonal restratification in the Greenland and Iceland317

Sea gyres and in the southern Norwegian Sea.318

The same quantities calculated from the ERA5 reanalysis for the period 2017 to 2018 show a319

similar, albiet more smoothed, pattern (Fig. 6b, d; keep in mind that the spatial resolution of ERA5320

is 30 km). There is strong heat loss along the cyclonic boundary current and in the Norwegian321

Sea. The ERA5 reanalysis shows stronger heat loss over the central and southern Norwegian Sea322

because of the cold bias in the model. The reanalysis also shows a region of heat flux into the323

ocean just north and east of Iceland, where the model has somewhat wider spread heat gain. There324

is more heat loss in the central and northern Norwegian Sea in the ERA5 reanalysis than in the325

model as well. Despite these differences, the model reproduces the same strong cooling over the326

cyclonic boundary current and the weaker heat loss in the interior of the Greenland and Iceland327

Seas. The QR from ERA5 shows a similar dominance of advection around the periphery of the328

basins and local atmospheric heating in the southern Greenland, Iceland, and Norwegian Seas for329

the seasonal restratification, as found in the model. ERA5 shows advection being stronger across330

the northern Norwegian Sea, again likely related to the model cold bias.331

5. Advection between basins332

In order to highlight the depth- and time-dependence of advection on the evolution of tem-333

perature and salinity within each of the basins, the advective tendency is defined relative to the334

basin-averaged property as a function of depth and time. The tendency is calculated through each335

of the sections shown in Fig. 1, where the along-track coordinate is s and the velocity normal to336

the section at depth level k, positive directed inward, is Vk.337
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∂Tk

∂ t
=

∫
Vk(Tk(s,z, t)−T k(z, t))∆zk ds/VOL, (2a)

338

∂Sk

∂ t
=

∫
Vk(Sk(s,z, t)−Sk(z, t))∆zk ds/VOL. (2b)

The vertical grid spacing for level k is ∆zk and VOL is the volume of the basin from the surface339

to depth 692.5 m, which captures the dominant inter-basin fluxes of temperature and salinity. The340

basin-averaged temperature and salinity, T (z, t) and S(z, t), are shown in Fig. 5. This approach341

is best interpreted as the tendency for lateral advection to change the basin-averaged temperature342

and salinity. It is not the same as the advective flux divergence tendency because there may be343

vertical transport within the basin, which is not accurately represented in (2) because the reference344

temperature and salinity are functions of depth. However, if the same calculation is carried out345

with a constant reference temperature or salinity the advective tendency is dominated by either the346

seasonal cycle (in time) or the mean stratification (in depth). The advantage of the present approach347

is that these effects are removed, so the tendencies are indicating how advection is changing the348

properties of the basin at that time and depth.349

a. mean advective tendencies350

The cumulative tendencies as a function of depth and distance show where the heat and salt351

exchanges take place between the basins and higher/lower latitudes (Fig. 7). Regions where the352

tendency changes rapidly with distance are the locations where the fluxes enter/leave the basin.353

We show the cumulative tendency, rather than the tendency, because the integral along the sec-354

tions results in smoother fields that more clearly demonstrate where exchange is taking place.355

Each section starts at the open white circle located at -7◦W, 71.3◦N in Fig. 1 and proceeds coun-356

terclockwise around each basin. The colored lines in Fig. 7 indicate the distance along the section357

that corresponds to the colored circles in Fig. 1.358
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The Norwegian Sea gains heat at the eastern side of the southern boundary from the surface359

down to 400 m from the Norwegian Atlantic Slope Current. This current also carries salty water360

below 100 m but anomalously fresh water in the upper 100 m, likely due to runoff from Norway to361

the south and perhaps low salinity water advected eastward from the north Icelandic shelf. There362

is little heat exchange through the eastern boundary, although the upper ocean does freshen along363

the coast. At the northern boundary the Norwegian Sea warms a little in the near surface due to364

the export of cold water but cools and freshens throughout the rest of the water column, especially365

below 200 m, along its western boundary with the Greenland Sea.366

The Greenland Sea gains heat throughout the water column along its eastern boundary with the367

Norwegian Sea, while it gains salt mainly in the upper 100 m. The irregular nature of the advective368

fluxes along this section are likely due to aliasing of individual eddies that are shed from the frontal369

current along the ridge system, which are large but infrequent. The deep Greenland Sea warms370

along the northern boundary but the upper 100 m cools and freshens along the western end of this371

section due to the inflow of Arctic-origin waters. There is little change along the western boundary372

due to exchanges with the east Greenland shelf (it is demonstrated below that the seasonal signal373

is large even though the annual mean is small), while the export of warm, fresh waters to the south374

cools and salinifies the basin slightly.375

The Iceland Sea imports cold, fresh water near the surface, and warm water below 100 m, from376

the north. There is little change along the western and southern boundaries while there is a large377

influx of heat, and some salt, below 100 m from the east (distance greater than 2000 km).378

b. mean and eddy decomposition379

These advective influences can be further decomposed into mean and eddy fluxes, where the380

mean is taken as the time average and the eddy is perturbations relative to the time mean. The time381
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series were summed in the vertical so the net influences of advection through each of the basin382

boundaries can be summarized in a single graph (Fig. 8). For each section the advective influence383

is presented as the mean contribution (on the left) and the eddy contribution (on the right). The384

Norwegian Sea is warmed by mean advection from the south and cooled primarily by both mean385

and eddy advection to the west and heat loss to the atmosphere. The sum of all these bars leads386

to a net cooling over the year, as reflected in the depth-time basin-averaged temperature in Fig. 5.387

The salinity in the Norwegian Sea is increased by advection from the south and decreased by both388

mean and eddy fluxes through each of the other boundaries, although the dominant loss is by mean389

advection to the west.390

The Greenland sea imports heat and salt from the east, with both mean and eddy contributions391

being important. The heat is lost primarily to the atmosphere while salinity is reduced by mean392

advection from the north. The increase in salinity due to advection through the southern boundary393

is driven by the export of water fresher, on average, than the Greenland Sea as a whole. The394

Iceland Sea shows a very similar profile with heat and salt imported from the east, atmospheric395

cooling, and freshwater imported from the north and exported to the south. Mean advection is396

as large or larger than eddy fluxes all across the Nordic Seas, emphasizing the importance of the397

cyclonic boundary current system in the lateral redistribution of heat and salt. Within the closed398

gyres the net heat loss to the atmosphere is balanced by lateral eddy fluxes (not shown), although399

it is ultimately mean advection that supplies the heat along the cyclonic boundary current system400

that then spawns the eddies.401

c. time dependence402

The advective tendencies integrated in depth and around each of the basins are plotted in Fig. 9403

as a function of time. The contributions are broken down into influences from the south, east,404
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north, west, and atmospheric forcing. The location and depth of these inter-basin exchanges are405

are shown in Fig. 7. The Norwegian Sea is made warmer and saltier by advection of Atlantic Water406

from the south. The seasonal variability in this advective tendency is relatively small, especially407

for temperature. The basin is cooled by exporting warm, salty water to the west, nearly in phase408

with the influence from the south. The basin is also cooled and freshened by exporting water to409

the north, although the influence is much less than the exchange to the west. Heat loss to the410

atmosphere is strong in the winter, partially offset by weaker warming in the summer. Surface411

forcing is negligible for salinity.412

The Greenland Sea is made warmer and saltier by advection through its eastern boundary, this413

is some of the water that was exported to the west from the Norwegian Sea. Other advective414

influences for temperature are much smaller than this import from the east. Although there is a415

weak net cooling from the north, the tendency is strongly depth-dependent with strong cooling416

over the upper 100 m and weaker heating between 100 m and 700 m. These are the influences417

of Polar Water and recirculated Atlantic Water, respectively. The warming tendency is largely418

offset by heat loss to the atmosphere from October through May. The salinity is decreased by419

advection from the north. This is the influence of fresh waters exported from the Arctic. Some of420

this is then exported to the south. There is a seasonal signal in the salinity influence from the west,421

with increasing salinity in winter and decreasing salinity in summer. There is a small increase422

in salinity from surface forcing in winter due to brine rejection when ice forms in the western423

Greenland basin.424

There is a major event in May that increases the salinity of the Greenland Sea by advection425

through the southern boundary. There is a corresponding decreasing tendency in the Iceland Sea.426

This is the signature of an export of a large region of low salinity water in the upper 100 m from427

the Greenland Sea into the Iceland Sea. It is nearly coincident with a large decrease in salinity428
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coming from the western shelf in the Greenland Sea. However, this large flux from the west is not429

the only such event and this section is dominated by distinct, large amplitude events throughout430

the year. A comparison between the salinity tendency of the Greenland Sea from the west and431

the wind stress to the northeast, averaged within 3 degrees longitude of the 650 m isobath, shows432

that when the wind is strong and to the southwest the salt flux across the 650 m isobath tends433

to increase the salinity of the Greenland Sea and when winds are weaker than normal or to the434

northeast the flux tends to decrease the salinity in the Greenland Sea (Fig. 10). The two time series435

are correlated at -0.50, which is statistically significant at greater than 95%. This is consistent436

with a rapid response to the Ekman transport: winds towards the southwest will have an onshore437

Ekman transport and advect low salinity water towards the coast, increasing the salinity in the438

interior, while winds towards the northeast will advect low salinity water off the shelf. Våge et al.439

(2018) demonstrated that, on the seasonal timescale, this process impacts the ventilation of water440

in the East Greenland Current. Weak winds also correspond to freshening periods because it is not441

just an active Ekman transport that carries low salinity water offshore. The East Greenland Current442

is baroclinically unstable and eddies act to transport low salinity water offshore. Ekman transport443

during periods of southwest winds oppose this offshore flux but during periods of weak wind the444

eddies are able to progress offshore. Most of this offshore flux occurs in the southern Greenland445

Sea, close to the Iceland Sea. This mechanism was also proposed as a means to flux low salinity446

water offshore near the Blosseville Basin (69◦N) and form the Separated East Greenland Current447

(Våge et al. 2013), although in that case the change in wind was due to a change in the coastal448

orientation rather than time-dependence. This offshore flux of low salinity water is also connected449

to advection from the Greenland Sea into the Iceland Sea. The low-salinity water is advected to the450

south in the form of meanders of the East Greenland Current, mesoscale eddies, and smaller-scale451

filaments. The correlation between the salinity tendency from the west and the export to the south452
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is -0.53 and the strongest correlation is found when the salinity tendency from the west leads that453

to the south by 4 days. So while the mean salinity tendency from the shelf into the interior of the454

Greenland Sea is small (0.019 psu/yr), the offshore flux of low salinity water in summer is rapidly455

exported to the south, indicating the importance of this wind-driven exchange to the stratification456

of the larger region.457

The Iceland Sea is also warmed and made saltier from the east and made fresher from the north,458

similar to the Greenland Sea. It is also made slightly warmer from the north, which is due to the459

recirculated Atlantic Water. Heat loss to the atmosphere is the dominant source of cooling in the460

Iceland basin.461

6. Summary462

The Nordic Seas are a key region for water mass transformation and the downwelling limb463

of the meridional overturning circulation. The circulation is dominated by a cyclonic boundary464

current system and closed recirculation gyres within the Norwegian, Greenland, and Iceland Seas.465

Warm, salty water is advected from the south while cold, fresh water is advected from the north.466

Understanding the means by which heat and salt are redistributed and balance air-sea fluxes is467

essential for understanding the general circulation, hydrography, and water mass transformation468

within the Nordic Seas.469

A regional, high-resolution coupled sea ice - ocean model and a hydrographic climatology were470

used to assess the mean state and seasonal cycle within the Norwegian, Greenland, and Iceland471

Seas. Although the model has biases, it reproduces the major water masses and currents in the472

region and so provides a useful tool with which to investigate lateral advection of heat and salt473

that is not possible with the spatially and temporally limited direct observations. Air-sea heat flux474

was used to infer that lateral advection dominates the seasonal cycle in temperature in the cyclonic475
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boundary current system, particularly in the northern Norwegian and Greenland Seas. On the476

other hand, local air-sea exchange dominates over lateral advection for the seasonal cycle within477

the closed recirculation gyres and across the southern Nordic Seas.478

There is strong heating of the Norwegian Sea from the south and a freshening of the Greenland479

Sea from the north. The heat flux into the Norwegian Sea is redistributed within the Nordic Seas480

and lost to the atmosphere locally within the Norwegian Sea. The freshwater imported from the481

north is partially exported to the south and partially balanced by the import of salty waters into the482

Norwegian Sea that is then redistributed across the Nordic Seas. The dominant exchange between483

the basins is a westward flux of warm, salty water from the Norwegian Sea into the Greenland and484

Iceland Seas, with approximately 50% due to mean advection and 50% due to eddy fluxes. This485

westward flux may be too strong in the model, however, since the model Norwegian Sea is slightly486

cooler, and the Greenland Sea is warmer, than in the climatology. The recirculated Atlantic Water487

along the western side of the Greenland Sea in the model is also too warm and salty compared to488

climatological observations. This warm bias may be a result of too little heat loss in the Norwegian489

Sea, which appears to be related to low salinity water spreading eastward from the north Icelandic490

shelf. It is difficult to determine how much of this stratification bias in the Greenland Sea is due to491

the relatively mild winter of 2017/2018, as documented by Renfrew et al. (2019), and how much492

is due to bias in the model.493

The exchange between the Greenland Sea and the east Greenland Shelf is largely controlled494

by winds. During winter, when the winds are often strong and towards the southwest, the Ekman495

transport advects low salinity water onto the shelf, leading to an increasing tendency for the salinity496

of the Greenland Sea. During summer, when the winds are weak or towards the northeast, this497

freshwater is fluxed across the shelfbreak by eddies and leads to a freshening of the Greenland Sea.498
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This exchange takes place predominantly in the southern Greenland Sea, where the anomalous499

water is quickly advected into the Iceland Sea.500

These results emphasize the importance of the exchange between the basins within the Nordic501

Seas for balancing surface heat loss and freshwater runoff, and in determining the properties of502

the waters that are exported to the south. Both mean and eddy advection are important, with mean503

advection dominating within the cyclonic boundary current and eddy fluxes dominating within504

the closed recirculation gyres. Approximately 2/3 of the total heat loss occurs over the cyclonic505

boundary current and 1/3 occurs within the regions of the closed recirculation gyres in both the506

numerical model and the ERA5 reanalysis.507
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basin total heat loss Q (1013 W) inside gyre Qg(1013 W) outside gyre Qo(1013 W) ratio Qg/Qo gyre area (1011m2)
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FIG. 1. Bottom topography (in meters) with sections defining the Norwegian Sea, Greenland Sea, and Iceland

Sea basins. The colored circles indicate the locations of the section ends to be used later. The white contours

indicate the horizontal grid spacing of the model (km). The green lines mark the locations of the southern and

northern hydrographic sections discussed below.
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FIG. 2. Sections of the model and climatological temperature (color, ◦C) and salinity (color, psu) along the

southern section from the Norwegian Sea across the Iceland Sea in Fig. 1. The black contours are potential

density (kg m−3).
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 except for the northern section from the Norwegian Sea across the Greenland Sea in

Fig. 1
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FIG. 4. Mean model transport streamfunction (Sv, surface to 692.5 m depth) in the Nordic Seas. The contour

interval is 1 Sv and the yellow contour is the outer-most closed contour within each basin. The green lines mark

the locations of the southern and northern hydrographic sections shown in Figs. 2, 3.The colored circles indicate

the locations of the section ends to be used later.
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FIG. 5. Average model temperature (left column, ◦C) and salinity (right column, psu) in each of the basins as

a function of depth and time. The basins are defined by the red lines in Fig. 1. The white lines are at constant

depth in order to show more clearly the change in properties with time.
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FIG. 6. Model a) annual mean surface heat flux Q (W/m2, zero contour is in black); b)log10 QR, where QR is

defined by (1). The red contours mark the outer limit of the model recirculation gyres and the white contours are

the 1000 and 2000 m isobaths. c) and d) are the same quantities calculated from the ERA5 reanalysis for years

2017-2018, where the gyre boundaries are defined from the hydrographic climatology.
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FIG. 7. Temperature (left column, ◦C/yr) and salinity (right column, psu/yr) tendencies as a function of depth

and distance around each basin. Each section starts at the white circle in Fig. 1 and proceeds counterclockwise.

The colored bars correspond to the colored dots on Fig. 1. The quantity plotted is the cumulative sum of the

advective tendency at each depth. Regions of strong horizontal gradients are the locations where advection is

changing the basin-averaged properties. The bold black line is the zero contour and white regions are topography.
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FIG. 8. Depth- and time-averaged model tendencies due to lateral advection and atmospheric forcing for

temperature (left panels, ◦C/yr) and salinity (right panels, psu/yr) in each basin. The advective tendencies have

been decomposed into mean (left bar) and eddy (right bar) contributions. The colors correspond to the side of

the sea through which the advection occurs, consistent with Fig. 9.
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FIG. 9. Time series of the model depth-averaged advective temperature (left column, ◦C/yr) and salinity (right

column, psu/yr) tendencies and surface forcing as a function of time. The colors correspond to the side of the

basin, as defined in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 10. Time series of model daily average wind stress parallel to the 650 m isobath in the western Greenland

Sea between 72◦N and 77◦N (black line, positive to the northeast, N/m2); the salt flux tendency across the 650

m isobath (red line from Fig. 9, psu/yr); and the salt flux tendency due to advection into the Iceland Sea (blue

line from Fig. 9, psu/yr). The correlation between the flux across the 650 m isobath and: the wind (RWτ ) is -0.50;

the flux into the Iceland Sea (RWS) is -0.53 when the flux lags the wind by 4 days.
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